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of numerical algorithms to solve the initial value problem for the 
dyldt = f(4 Y>, Y(~o) = YO 
in which f is smooth in space ( y ) but only bounded and measurable in t ( t ). Understanding 
“solution” in the sense of an absolutely continuous solution of 
y(t) = YO + J t; f(s> y(s)W, 
this problem falls easily within the scope of standard local existence and uniqueness argu- 
ments by Picard iteration. What seems less evident is that this formulation can often provide 
a useful model for quite ordinary problems which at first sight do not appear to require such 
mathematical generality. This can be illustrated by problems in which f undergoes rapid 
time variations of moderate size which for economic or other practical reasons cannot be 
followed in detail. For example, it might even be that f is analytic in t but varies so rapidly 
that in a slow time scale (perhaps the only scale available to us, say, in the press of real 
time computation) even its continuity cannot be discerned. One source of such problems is 
the analysis of systems of the form 
dy/dt = AAY + g(h Y) 
where X is large, A is Hamiltonian, and g is moderate in size. The change of variable 
Y= ezp{AAt}t leads to the equivalent system 
d.z/dt = erp{->Al}g(l, ezp(k4t)z) 
in which the large linear term has been removed at the cost of replacing the moderately 
sized, moderately varying perturbation g by a rapidly varying one. However, such examples 
only represent an extreme part of the useful range of this model. What is this range? We 
will argue that it consists of problems in which f varies significantly faster in time than in 
space. 
We propose a family of numerical methods for such systems. It is loosely akin to the 
Runge-Kutta family in its construction from self-substitutions off. However, our hypothesis 
that f is only measurable in t suggests the premise (at least in principle) that the value of 
f ( . ,y) at a single point does not contain much reliable information. We therefore first 
discretize with respect to y alone, retaining dependence on t only through mean properties. 
Specifically we allow mean values of m-fold self-substitutions of f depending on f at m 
different values oft. Of course such partial discretization does not yield a numerical method. 
But by estimating the resulting means with Monte Carlo simulation we then obtain actual 
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numerical procedures which simulate estimators in the statistical sense for the solution. 
It is well appreciated (and obvious) that this step is intrinsically parallelizable with slight 
overhead. This is crucial for our methods, and it is primarily comparisons on the basis of 
total computatation time assuming high parallelism, that show our algorithms to significant 
advantage. We call these Runge-Kutta Monte Carlo or RKMC methods. We adopt the 
convention that the “order” of a method is the order in a characteristic step size assuming 
that the stochastic error introduced by Monte Carlo simulation is not dominant (even though 
it may dominate in actual calculation with a certain probability [3]). To obtain higher order 
methods we require a preliminary, benchmark family of methods generated by functional 
Taylor expansion of y(t) in its dependence on f. Since our methods are single-step it will 
suffice to specify a numerical approximation Yi for ~(tc + h) in terms of Yc = y(to). These 
formulas are more complicated than their Runge-Kutta counterparts precisely because our 
weak hypotheses preclude any advantageous combination of values of f at different values 
oft. We give our formulas in scalar form, but remark that, in the proper language of vector- 
multilinear calculus, all remain literally true for higher dimensional systems. We use E,,, to 
denote expectation over the uniform distribution on the m-cell [to, lo + h]“‘, a subscript y 
to denote spatial differentiation, and a hat ( - ) b a ove a component of a vector to indicate 
that it has been deleted. 
THEOREM. Assume that the initial value problem 
dyldt = f(t, Y), Y(to> = Yo 
has a solution y(t) on the interval [te,te + h] and that f is smooth in y and bounded and 
measurable in t. Let the random variables UI, . . . , U,,, be the nonincreasing rearrangement 
of m independent random variables uniformly distributed on [to,to + h]. Then for each m, 
Yl = y(t0 + h) satisfies a relation of the form 
~1 = YO + hL{F,(Ul,. . . , Urn; y0W) + o(h*+‘) 
where the F,,, are given by the recursion scheme 
HO(Y) = Y, Fo = 0, 
&+1(h, - - * ttm+1; Y) = &n&l ,...Jm;YU(tm+l;Y), 
J’~+I(uI,---,~~+I,Y) = C~<~<rn+lf’rn(u~ ..-tfj --*,um+l;Y) 
+h”H*+l(ul,...,~m+l;Y). 
To indicate the proof, let the asymptotic expansion of y(t) as a functional power series in 
f be 
y(t) - Y(S) + /tJ-A{t~;y(s)}dt~ + /t 1” &{W2;y(WWl+ . . . 
8 I 8 
whereH, =Hm{ii,..., t,; y} is a homogeneous functional of degree m depending on values 
of f and its derivatives at tl, . . . , t,, Applying d/ds ly(S)=yO we obtain 
t t 
0 = f(s, Yo) - Hl{s;Yo) + J ~l,{tl;yoV(s,yo)dt~ - J Hdtl,s;yoPl+ ..’ I .¶ 
Equating homogeneous terms of each degree yields the recursion scheme for the H,,, . Various 
manipulations exploiting symmetry then unite all integrals up to a given order into a single 
integral over a common cell. Reinterpreting this integral as an expectation completes the 
proof. 
Carrying out the recursion we obtain explicit formulas. For efficiency in notation in the 
following corollary we use a subscript kt to denote evaluation at t = Uk, and suppress explicit 
reference to the argument yc which appears uniformly as the second argument in all function 
values. 
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COROLLARY. Under the same hypotheses, the following single-step approximations to y1 = 
y(t + h) are correct to the indicated order. 
A. ~1 = YO + hEl{fl} + o(h2). 
B* Yl = Yo + w)~2{fl+ f2 f Qf2) -t O(h3). 
‘. Yl = YO + (hl6)&{2f1 + 2f2 + 2f3 + hfulf2 + hfyl_f3 + hfy2f3+ 
+h2f,lf,2f3 +h2f,,lf2f3} +O(h4). 
D. 
Y1 = Yo + (h/24)JJ4{6fl+ 6f2 + 6f3 + 6f4 
+ 2h(fYlf2 + fY1f3 +&If4 + fy2f3 +f,2f4+ fy3f4) 
+ h2(fylfy2f3 + fylfy2f4 + fylfy3f4 +fy2fY3f4 
+ fd2!3 + fyylf2f4 +fyylf3f4 + fyy2f3f4) 
+ h3(f~lf~2fv3f4 +%'ylfyZf3f4 +fyylf2fY3f4 
+fYlfyy2f3f4 +fyyylf2f3f4)} fO(h'). 
To describe actual algorithms, we introduce an operator representing Monte Carlo sim- 
ulation of the special expectations in these formulas. Here it is convenient to indicate the 
domain of F explicitly by dummy (lower case) variables. 
DEFINITION. Let {Tij} be an m by p array of independent random variables uniformly 
distributed on the interval [to, to + h]. For each fixed i, let Uij be the nonincreasing rear- 
rangement of Tij. Given F : I?” -) R”, define the operator EmP by 
In terms of this operator and the polynomial functionals F,,, of the preceding theorem we 
can define a counterpart of the Taylor family of algorithms. The pfold parallel Taylor Monte 
Carlo or TMC method of order m consists of successive independent steps of the form 
K = Yo + hEm&?,,(~l,. . . , urn; Yo)). 
Finally we obtain explicit RKMC formulas by assembling self-substitutions into constel- 
lations having Taylor expansions in h agreeing to a given order with a TMC method. The 
search for higher order formulas, as with proper Runge-Kutta methods [l], [2], expecially 
thme enjoying valuable subsidiary properties, leads to substantial algebraic complexities. 
The general pattern is a linear combination of explicit successive substitutions in which 
nested function evaluations at the ordered random times UI, US . . . V,,, are time ordered in 
the sense that function evaluations deeper in a single successive substitution cannot occur 
later. Thus, for example, f(Ul, yo + hf(Uz, ~0)) can appear but not f(U2,yo + hf(Ul,yo)). 
DEFINITION. An explicit p-fold parallel RKMC method is given by formulas of the form 
where 15 P _< m, 1 ,< j 5 M, and 
a’! 
‘I =O if rys. 
We note that the strict time ordering ensures that the method is explicit. 
The simplest example and essential prototype of the RKMC family is 
1. J’I = Yo + ~Elp{f(tO’o)}. 
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We have carried out a detailed error analysis of this method by combining deterministic 
perturbation techniques with martingale estimates [3]. However, for actual calculation, 
higher order methods are more interesting. In close analogy with a family of second order 
Runge-Kutta methods there is a one parameter family of second order RKMC methods. 
Given the real parameter Q, Yi = Y(tc + h) satisfies 
YI = Yo+$Ez{$f(lil,Yo+ahf(~2,Yo)) 
. 
+(l- -pN-h, Yo) + fV2, Yo)} + O(h3). 
As special cases, for Q = 1 and o = l/2 we obtain methods loosely akin to the trapezoidal 
and midpoint quadrature methods. However their specific form seems less than obvious. 
2. X = yo + $2&x{ f(w, Yo + hf(u2, yo)) + f(u2, %I}. 
3. Yl = yo + ~~2p{f(w,xl+ ~f(~%YO)) + ;fbZ,Yo) - ;fhYoI}. 
A family of third order algorithms is generated by 
. 
+ (2 - $1 - P’])f(uz, Yo) + 2f(& Yo)} + o(h4) 
where a = (I - /\)(I - IL). 
The choice A = /A = p = l/2, Q = p = l/4 gives a concrete example of a third order formula: 
4. Yl = yo + +3, (4f(u1, Yo + $2, yo + if(u3, x9) + $u3, xl)) 
-P(w , yo + W2,Yo)) - f(w, yo + 443, yo)) 
+4f(u2, Yo + 9(~3,Xd) - f(u2, Yo + W3, WI 
-f(uz,fi) + 2fbs,&)}. 
If f(t, y) is independent oft then this agrees with the (unfamiliar) Runge-Kutta scheme 
h = hf(to,Yo) 
k2 = U(to,Yo + kl) 
k3 = hf(to + $Yo f $1) 
k., = hf(to + h, Yo + ;kz + f h) 
This algorithm requires four function evaluations to yield a third order method. However, 
emphasizing again that we take for granted parallel computation of function values, the 
salient number is the maximum depth of substitution. Since k2 and kg can be calculated in 
parallel, this number is three in the calculation of k4. 
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Finally we report that in actual calculation (simulating parallel computation serially and 
comparing with RK methods on the simple basis of total number of time steps) the second 
and third order algorithms given above perform very well indeed. By requiring many inde- 
pendent parallel function evaluations for a single time step these algorithms are especially 
good at giving stable, qualitatively correct answers with a small number of steps which can 
be insufficient for a Runge-Kutta method of the same order to give meaningful results. 
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